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Introduction
============

Recently a range of optical microscopy techniques have been developed, typically referred to as super-resolution microscopy or nanoscopy, which can bypass the diffraction limit and generate images with resolutions of 100 nm or better ^1,2^ . Since the announcement of super-resolution microscopy as being the Nature Methods method of the year in 2008, there has been a great deal of development of localization-based microscopes. For example, there are multi-color applications ^3-6^ , 3D implementations ^7-12^, and even live cell applications ^5,13-17^ . Moreover, as these systems are being commercialized and are now making their way out of optics laboratories into the hands of cell biologists there is likely to be a further increase in their use and application to biomedical questions.

One branch of this family is the localization-based methods which work by building up an image molecule-by-molecule. In order to do this, the majority of fluorescent molecules within the sample must be switched off so that only a few spatially-separated molecules are active at any one time. These molecules are then rapidly switched on and off and many images are taken so that a significant part of the population is imaged to reflect the underlying structure with sub-diffraction precision. A number of approaches have been published including GSDIM ^18^, PALM ^19^ , fPALM ^20^ , STORM ^21^ and RESOLFT ^22^. Algorithms that measure the position of a single molecule detection can then be used to locate the actual position of the molecule with precisions better than 20 nm using Gaussian fitting^23^, for example rapidSTORM ^24,25^ QuickPALM ^26^, palm3d ^12^ and rainSTORM^27^. When imaging cell or other biological samples, which have a high molecule density, it is therefore necessary to take many thousands of frames of this blinking, spatially separated, signal in order to image a significant proportion of the labeled molecules.

Stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM) and the highly related dSTORM and GSDIM methods are localization-based super-resolution methods, which have been demonstrated to work with commercially available organic dyes ^21^. They have since been shown to be applicable to a number of different dyes ^28-30^, which makes the methodology particularly attractive because of the specificity and relative convenience of well-established immunolabeling approaches to perform fluorescence microscopy. Consequently, there is easy access to a range of dye-antibody and dye-biomolecule conjugates, which have the potential to be used in localization-based super-resolution imaging. Whilst the general principles of STORM and similar approaches are relatively simple, and at first sight the hardware and sample preparation seem relatively straightforward, there are a number of steps in the process which are critical to achieving high quality, artifact-free, super-resolution images.

As with all microscopy techniques the process can be thought of in 3 main steps: first, sample preparation, second, image acquisition and, third, image processing and/or image analysis and interpretation. The additional resolving power and method of generating super-resolution images using a localization-based approach introduces some new problems and considerations ^31-33^. Starting with sample preparation, when performing immunolabeling, particularly indirect immunofluorescence where a primary and secondary antibody combination is used, it should be noted that the fluorescent dye may be up to 20 nm away from the molecule of interest. In the case of microtubules, this results in diameters of 35-50 nm compared with an expected microtubule diameter of 25 nm ^28,30^ . Also, the labeling density should meet the Nyquist criteria in order to generate a high quality image ^14^. For example for an anticipated image resolution of 20 nm along a filamentous structure there should be a dye molecule at least every 10 nm ^27^. Whilst many dyes have been published to work for localization-based approaches the overall performance of the dye is a mix of at least four important criteria, namely detected photons per switching event (the brightness of each blink - brighter is better), the equilibrium on-off duty cycle (the contrast ratio of dyes in the off versus on state - more off is generally better), the survival fraction (a low bleaching rate is better) and the number of switching cycles (the number of blinks per fluorophore - more is better for high resolution, although 1 blink per fluorophore can be an advantage for molecule counting purposes). The situation is further complicated by the fact that these properties for any given dye can vary in different buffer conditions and with laser power ^28,29^ . In addition, as well as these unique STORM considerations, image quality can be improved by optimizing sample preparation in the same way as more traditional fluorescence microscopy techniques for example by minimizing autofluorescence by modification of fixation conditions and the use of quenching reagents. Also, minimizing non-specifically bound fluorophores is important, which can be done by adjusting label concentrations, incubation times and blocking and washing steps.

The second step of image acquisition is also critical. The optimum settings on the microscope will depend on the dye, buffer conditions, labeling density, and sample type, *e.g.* monolayers on glass, cells or tissue samples. The main considerations are camera exposure time, frame number, illumination angle (TIRF, HILO, Epi) and laser power. The aim is to collect as many bright spatially separated blinks as quickly as possible. If the background is very high or the blinks are not very bright, in other words the signal-to-noise ratio is poor, the reconstruction algorithm will not be able to localize the positions as accurately. As well as maximizing the localization precision, *i.e.* the accuracy with each molecule position can be measured, image quality also depends on a high number of localizations. If an insufficient number of the molecules of interest are imaged, either due to poor labeling efficiency, excessive photobleaching or an inadequate frame number, then the resulting super-resolution image will be punctate and discontinuous as Nyquist criteria will not have been met ^14,27^.

And finally, the third step, image processing, is particularly important compared with standard fluorescence microscopy techniques. There is a range of freely and commercially available algorithms, which is both an advantage, in terms of choice, and a disadvantage, in that it can be confusing to know which is most appropriate to use. If for example the raw data has well-spaced spatially distinct blinks then a single-molecule fitting algorithm can be highly accurate and efficient, for example by the sparse fitting algorithms available in rainSTORM ^27^, rapidSTORM ^24,25^ , palm3d ^12^ and QuickPALM ^26^software. If the raw data contains a lot of overlapping signals then algorithms which may be more appropriate include DAOSTORM ^34^, 3B ^35^ and deconSTORM ^36^. Moreover, these algorithms contain thresholds for various criteria such as signal counts, or photons per blink, as well as various different image display options such as visualizing with smoothed Gaussian functions or as histograms with pixel grids, where the super-resolution pixel size can be selected by the user. All of these options change the appearance of the final image and have implications for image interpretation and analysis.

Therefore, we present 3 test samples which will provide the new user with a starting point for dye-based localization-based super-resolution experiments, which for the sake of clarity we will refer to as STORM, and more experienced users the opportunity to further optimize their experiments. First, it is possible to coat the surface of glass with a fluorescent layer of dextran-dye conjugate. This provides a quick and simple way to establish that the microscope, dye and buffer are working to generate blinking fluorescent signal. The method can then be extended by comparing mean localization precision and number metrics generated by rainSTORM to optimize buffer conditions, image acquisition settings and test different dyes. Second, we present a simple protocol for preparing actin filaments on glass which can be readily labeled using phalloidin-dye conjugates. These provide ideal structures to take measurements of resolution ^27^ and typically the full width half maximum (FWHM) of a filament is given as an empirical estimate of resolution ^37^. It should be noted that resolution varies between samples and between images within the same sample because resolution in localization-based super-resolution microscopy is a function of fluorophore brightness, background noise and localization density ^27^ and these are not necessarily constant throughout the specimen. Actin filaments are used to demonstrate potential artifacts such as mislocalizations and drift and how they can be identified with software features within rainSTORM. Moreover, we describe the use of fluorescent fiducial markers to both measure and correct drift. And third, the staining of cells with epidermal growth factor (EGF)-dye conjugates is described. EGF provides a useful indicator of super-resolution image performance, because a proportion of the receptor at the cell surface undergoes endocytosis via vesicles, which are sub-diffraction sized structures of approximately 50-150 nm in diameter ^27,38,39^ .

Protocol
========

**Note: Throughout this protocol, tips and suggestions are found following certain steps. The notation \"\*1\" indicates that note 1 is relevant to this specific step, and so on.**

1. Fluorescent Dextran Coating of Glass
---------------------------------------

1.  Add 200 μl of 0.01% poly-L-lysine solution to each well of an 8-chamber coverglass and incubate for 10 min. Remove with a pipette to ensure that no is liquid remaining.

2.  Reconstitute dextran-Alexa 647^\*1^ according to manufacturer\'s instructions to create a 2 mg/ml stock solution. From this, dilute 0.25 μl into 25 μl of de-ionized water to create a 20 μg/ml solution.

3.  To create a high density coating of dextran-Alexa 647 solution dilute 20 μl of the 20 μg/ml solution into a total of 200 μl of de-ionized water. For a medium density solution dilute 2 μl in 200 μl of de-ionized water (1:10,000 dilution from the original stock solution). For a low density solution dilute 0.2 μl in 200 μl of de-ionized water (1:100,000 dilution from the original stock solution).

4.  Add 200 μl of the diluted dextran-Alexa 647 solutions to each well and incubate for 10 min. Longer incubation times can be used which may result in a denser dextran coating. Remove and wash with H~2~O three times^\*2^

*Note 1: Other dextran-dye conjugates can be used. Unconjugated dextran can also be conjugated to dyes if desired combinations are not commercially available.*

*Note 2: The same dextran chambers can be reimaged over a period of weeks although the uniformity of the fluorescence may decrease. Storage at 4 °C in the absence of any buffer is recommended.*

2. Fluorescent Actin Filaments on Glass
---------------------------------------

1.  Add 200 μl of 0.01% poly-L-lysine solution to each well of the chamber and incubate for 10 min^\*3^. Remove with a pipette to ensure that no liquid is remaining.

2.  Add 90 μl of general actin buffer (reconstituted according to manufacturer\'s instructions) to each chamber. Add 10 μl of 10 μM preformed actin filament solution and 1 μl phalloidin-Alexa 647 (0.2 units, when dissolved in 1.5 ml of methanol as per manufacturer\'s instructions) and gently pipette up and down to mix. Incubate for 30 min^\*4^.

*Note 3: Increasing the volume of the filament solution within the chamber results in fewer filaments binding to the poly-L-lysine coated glass.*

*Note 4: Incubation times of up to 48 hr at 4 °C have been tested with good results. Actin filament image quality deteriorates once a chamber has been exposed to switching buffer so it is not recommended to use the same sample for more than one day.*

3. Microsphere Fluorescent Beads as Fiducial Markers
----------------------------------------------------

1.  Dilute 1 μl of TetraSpeck beads into 200 μl PBS and mix.

2.  Add the diluted beads into an imaging chamber and wait for 15 min^\*5^. Remove the solution and wash 3 times with PBS prior to imaging.

*Note 5 - the dilution and incubation time can be adjusted to obtain different densities of beads. This protocol typically results in between 3 - 10 beads per 20.5 μm x 20.5 μm field-of-view.*

4. Epidermal Growth Factor Cell Staining
----------------------------------------

1.  Culture HeLa cells in imaging chambers to approximately 80% confluency in Dulbecco\'s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) and 1% penicillin-streptomycin solution.

2.  Remove the culture medium and wash with PBS. Then add 500 μl of 4% formaldehyde solution (4 ml 10% formaldehyde solution, 1 ml 10X PBS, 5 ml water) for 10 min. Remove the formaldehyde and wash 3 times with PBS. Do not allow the cells to remain dry and always use PBS buffered solutions to avoid hypotonic stress.

CAUTION - formaldehyde is extremely toxic. Ensure that appropriate gloves, eye protection and lab coats are worn. Check local guidelines for disposal of formaldehyde.

1.  Reconstitute EGF-Alexa 647 according to manufacturer\'s instructions to create a 50 μg/ml stock solution. Add 2 μl of this stock solution to 200 μl of 0.1% BSA solution (in PBS). Remove the PBS from the cells, add the EGF solution and incubate for 30 min.

2.  Remove solution and wash 3 times with PBS before adding a blocking solution of 0.1% BSA (in PBS) for 15 min. Remove this and wash a further 3 times with PBS prior to imaging.

5. Switching Buffer Preparation
-------------------------------

1.  Make an enzyme stock solution (A) with 10 μl of catalase (20 μg/ml), 20 μl of 1 M Tris (2-carboxyelthyl) phosphine hydrochloride (4 mM), 2.5 ml glycerin (50%), 125 μl of 1 M KCl (25 mM), 100 μl of 1 M pH 7.5 Tris-HCl (20 mM), 5 mg of glucose oxidase (1 mg/ml) and top up to 5 ml volume with diH20. This is sufficient to make 100 x 50 μl aliquots, which can be stored at -20 °C and used for up to 1 year.

2.  ) Make a glucose stock solution (B) with 4 g glucose (100 mg/ml), 4 ml glycerin (10%) and 36 ml diH20. This is sufficient to make 100 x 400 μl aliquots, which can be stored at - 20 °C and used for up to 1 year.

3.  Make a reducing agent stock solution (C) with 113.6 mg of MEA-HCl (1M) and 1 ml of diH~2~0. Use fresh or make 10 x 100 μl aliquots, which can be stored at -20 °C and used for up to 1 month (do not refreeze aliquots).

4.  Just prior to imaging, mix the enzyme (A), glucose (B) and reducing agent (C) stock solutions together in the ratio 50 μl, 400 μl, 100 μl and make up to 1 ml with PBS^\*6^. This buffer will now scavenge oxygen and have a reducing environment (100 mM MEA-HCl)^\*7^. The final pH should be in the range 6.0 - 8.5 (adjustment is not normally necessary)^\*8^.

*Note 6 - this buffer is suitable for use with carbocyanine-based dyes such as Cy5 and Alexa 647.*

*Note 7 - the final enzyme concentrations are 50 μg/ml (5 unit/ml) of glucose oxidase and 1 μg/ml (40-60 units/ml) of catalase. The enzymatic activity (units) is given by suppliers and can vary. The calculations for catalase assume that 1 μg/ml final concentration after step 5.4 will contain 50 units of enzyme. Various buffer compositions including similar oxygen scavenging components can be found ^21,30,40^. For a summary of buffer and dye combinations see references ^28,29^. Glycerin and TCEP are required for long-term storage at -20 °C.*

*Note 8 - if imaging actin filaments add 2 mM MgCl~2~ and 0.2 mM ATP to help stabilize the filaments.*

6. Microscope Acquisition of STORM Data (using Alexa 647 dye)
-------------------------------------------------------------

1.  Switch on the STORM/PALM microscope, preferably at least 3 hr before imaging to allow a thermal equilibrium to be reached. Imaging before this has an increased chance of drift.

2.  Insert the imaging chamber into the microscope stage sample holder. Ensure that the sample is firmly in the holder and is flat.

3.  Remove the PBS from the imaging chamber and then fill to the top with the switching buffer. Carefully place a coverslip over the top of the chamber, making sure that there are no bubbles at all and that the entire chamber is covered. Top up with additional buffer or PBS if any bubbles are seen otherwise buffer performance can decline.

CAUTION - to minimize the chances of lateral and axial drift of the sample in relation to the objective lens it is recommended that the sample and the buffer are left to equilibrate to room temperature for at least 15 min prior to imaging.

1.  Locate a fluorescent structure of interest to be imaged. Select the desired angle of illumination, in this case, a TIRF or highly inclined angle is recommended as this improves the signal-to-noise ratio by minimizing out-of-focus light, which is particularly of benefit for cell samples. Take a reference diffraction-limited image of the structure prior to STORM imaging.

2.  Increase the excitation laser (with an appropriate excitation wavelength of approximately 640 nm) to a high power, corresponding to approximately 2 kW/cm^2^ whilst imaging with camera settings of 10 msec exposure and a cycle time of approximately 50 Hz (frames per second). Once the fluorophores have transitioned into a sparse blinking pattern (probably within 10 sec for most samples) collect 10,000 frames^\*9^.

*Note 9 - 10,000 frames is suitable for the samples described here but it may be necessary to increase the frame number to 50,000 or more for other samples.*

7. Reconstructing Super-Resolution Images from Raw Data (using rainSTORM)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

1.  Open the rainSTORM.m file from within MATLAB and run (**Figure 1A**).

2.  In the rainSTORM window (**Figure 1B**) select the image file to be analyzed using the browse button. This should be a .tif file (ImageJ can be used to convert other file types into a tif format). Alter the pixel width to match the raw data of the microscope system used to acquire the data^\*10^. Leave the other values to default.

*Note 10 - A typical EMCCD camera has a pixel size of 16 μm so on a system with a 100X objective lens the pixel size on the image will be 160 nm. On commercial systems the pixel size is usually displayed within the software. Pixel sizes vary between 100 nm and 160 nm for most localization microscopes.*

1.  Press the \'Process Images\' button and wait until a preliminary image appears. The duration of the processing will depend on the file size, computer specification and the number of candidate blinks within the raw data^\*11^.

*Note 11 - 10,000 frame sequences of actin and EGF data took 23 sec and 25 sec to process respectively using a PC with an Intel Xeon E5420 CPU. Using the same computer without a parallel processing toolbox in MATLAB, or with a computer without multiple core processing, times were 66 sec and 81 sec respectively.*

1.  To generate an updated super-resolution image press the \'Open Reviewer\' button and a second window will appear (**Figure 1C**). Press the \'Adjust Contrast\' button in order to change the image display as desired (**Figure 1D**). In some cases, where the image is very dark the maximum value should be decreased.

2.  Use the reviewer window (**Figure 1C**) to generate useful image quality metrics and refine the super-resolution image further. Set the first three quality control parameters to values of 4,000, 0.1 and 0.8-2.0 respectively^\*12^. Update the counts per photon value, which should either be based on a photon calibration measurement or using photon-curve calibration curve values specified by the camera manufacturer for a particular EM gain setting. This is critical for obtaining accurate precision and resolution measurements^\*13^.

*Note 12 - Signal Counts rejects blinks based on brightness criteria. The higher the value the brighter the blink must be to become accepted as a localization in the final image. This may need to be altered depending on the photon output of the dye and exposure time and sensitivity of the camera. Tolerance rejects blinks if there is significant square error between the signal and the fitted Gaussian i.e. double peaks. PSF Sigma Range rejects blinks if the fitted width of the PSF lies out of this range, i.e. a narrower range can be used to reject out-of-focus signals and large aggregated blobs of constant fluorescence. Using a wider range may result in mislocalization artifacts appearing in the final image. In practice, it is recommended to perform initial quality control using the localization precision cutoff parameter.*

*Note 13 - for more on resolution metrics see references ^23,27^. In brief by knowing the number of photons produced by each blink it is possible to calculate the localization precision of each localization and consequently derive overall mean precision estimates for the entire image. Using an Andor iXON DU-897E with a gain setting of 200 the Counts per Photon value is 9.04.*

1.  Alter the localization precision cutoff (**Figure 1C**) to tradeoff between optimizing mean localization precision against localization number in the final image. Values of 30-50 nm are recommended depending on the quality of the data and the sample. Both the histograms and the info.txt files can be used to inform this decision (**Figures 1F and 1G**).

2.  The reconstruction scale factor (**Figure 1C**) default is 5, which will generate super-resolution pixels of 32 nm assuming that the pixel width in the original images is 160 nm. If the raw images have a pixel size of 100 nm this will produce super-resolution images with pixels of 20 nm. Increase the scale factor to produce smaller super-resolution pixels in the final image^\*14^.

*Note 14- Resolution of localization microscopy depends on the smoothing required for visualization (ie. the pixel size of a simple histogram reconstruction) as well as the localization precision. In practice, the reconstruction pixel size should generally be smaller than the localization precision (see the Mean Precision Estimate metric in the info text file - steps 6.11 & 6.12). In this case the loss of resolution due to reconstruction pixel size will be small ^23,27^. For example the mean precision estimates in the row and column direction of **Figure 4E** are 16.1 nm and 16.2 nm. A pixel size of 16 nm has been used to visualize this data (reconstruction scale factor of 10 with an original pixel width of 160 nm).*

1.  Modify the limit frame range (**Figure 1C**) to restrict the reconstruction to subsets of the raw data, for example \[2001-inf\] would exclude the initial 2,000 frames of raw data.

2.  Press the \'Run Reviewer\' button (**Figure 1C**) to generate an updated super-resolution image (**Figure 1E**).

3.  Press the \'View Histograms\' button (**Figure 1C**), in order to display image quality metrics (**Figure 1F**)^\*15^.

*Note 15 - The graph in the top right depicting the number of accepted localizations against camera frame number and the Thompson Localization Precisions histogram in the bottom right (**Figure 1F**) can be used to inform the localization precision cutoff review option. For example, using a 50 nm cutoff would exclude all the localizations with worse precision from being included in the final super-resolution image.*

1.  Press the \'Save Image\' button in the reviewer (**Figure 1C**) in order to save all of this data^\*16^.

*Note 16 - Between 3 and 5 files can be saved depending on the options selected (sum image, STORMdataImage, STORMprocessed, info & hists), see **Figure 1G**. The STORM processed image is displayed with modified contrast and color maps. The STORMdataImage is a grayscale image, in which the gray level of each pixel equals the number of localizations which were identified within it.*

1.  After examining the data (*e.g.* Info.txt file and histograms) return to step 7.6 and repeat the subsequent steps with different reviewer parameters if desired. Pressing \'Save Image\' in step 7.11 will overwrite the previously saved data.

8. Box Tracking and Drift Correction (using rainSTORM)
------------------------------------------------------

1.  Follow steps 7.1 - 7.9 to generate an image in the normal way.

2.  Press the \'Box Tracking\' button in the reviewer (**Figure 1C**) and click and drag a box over the fiducial marker or structure of interest on the reviewed image.

3.  Wait until a new image appears, which will display the \'Boxed Positions\' (see **Figures 6B, 6C and 6F** for examples). Save this image if desired.

4.  If the object of interest is a fiducial marker then drift correction can be performed by clicking the \'Set Anchor\' button followed by the \'Subtract Drift\' button. Finally click \'Run Reviewer\' again to generate a new STORM image, which will now have all localizations corrected according to the fiducial marker positions. The bead positions are deleted from the final reviewed image.

5.  If there are other fiducial markers within the final drift corrected image, these can be removed by pressing \'Box Tracking\', \'Delete Boxed\' and then \'Run Reviewer\' as many times as desired.

Representative Results
======================

Dextran
-------

A successful coating of dextran should produce a fluorescent monolayer. At the high concentration this should appear relatively uniform. At lower concentrations it will appear sparser (**Figure 2A**). Many STORM/PALM microscopes have the ability to change the angle of illumination from epifluorescence to TIRF. When using a full frame camera view, for example at 512 x 512 pixels on a typical EMCCD camera, an even illumination should be observed. If there are any stripes or out-of-focus regions this can indicate that the sample should be reinserted into the sample holder with fresh oil on the objective lens. Alternatively it may indicate a problem with the microscope.

When acquiring super-resolution raw data the imaging laser should be increased in power to approximately 2 kW/cm^2^. There will be an initial burst of fluorescence followed by blinking as the fluorophores are driven into temporary dark states. At high dextran densities the blinks are likely to overlap, particularly near the beginning of the image acquisition (**Video 1**). At medium and low densities these blinks should be sparse, *i.e.* spatially separated, and in focus with no obvious background (see frames 2,000, 5,000 and 8,000, **Figure 2A**, **Videos 2 and 3**). During this image acquisition phase, at constant laser illumination, the number of blinks will decrease with time (compare frame 2,000 with frame 8,000 in the high density sample, **Figure 2A**). The main difference between the various super-resolution images of the different dextran concentrations (high, medium and low) is the decreasing number of localizations (**Figures 2A and 2B**). In other words, the concentration of the fluorescent molecules, number of blinks in the raw data and the number of localizations have a proportional relationship. This relationship, however, is not a simple linear one as at very high molecule densities the software is unable to successfully localize molecules (compare the red and blue lines, **Figure 2C**). The reason for this is that at the high concentration it is not possible for the processing software to fit the positions using the Gaussian fitting algorithm where the blinks are non-sparse. As the blinks decrease through the acquisition phase due to photobleaching the software can fit more and more of the blinks as they become sparse (**Figures 2A and 2C**). Moreover, individual dye molecules may blink, and therefore be localized more than once ^28,41,42^ .

A common problem when imaging any of these samples, but particularly the high density dextran one, can be the presence of bright but unfocused fluorescent haze that appears to be rapidly diffusing during the STORM image acquisition phase. This is distinct from the high contrast fluorophores on the surface of the glass, which can be seen blinking (**Figure 3A**, **Video 5**). These detached fluorescent molecules can be prevented or removed by increasing the number of wash steps with PBS prior to adding the switching buffer or by adding fresh switching buffer to the chamber (**Figure 3B**, **Video 6**). Processing and comparing the data from each image sequence results in very different super-resolution images which have a decrease in both the number of localizations and the precision with which they can be fitted of the software to localize the blinks (**Figures 3C, 3D, 3E and 3F**).

Actin Filaments
---------------

Preformed actin filaments can be seen stuck to the surface of the glass by diffraction-limited imaging (**Figure 4A-4C**). If the number of filaments appears very low, then a longer incubation time can be used or a decrease in the volume of the actin filament solution also helps. Selecting single relatively bright filaments (**Figure 4D**) rather than tangled areas results in better quality images. During the acquisition phase, bright in-focus blinks should be seen along the length of the filament (**Video 7**). Sparse blinking should be seen during the acquisition phase and then subsequently in the processed data there should be a thin continuous filament (**Figure 4E**) and the localizations per frame should a gradual decline (**Figure 4F**), unlike in **Figure 3E**.

If blinking is non-sparse, or if the software not being able to localize the molecules, a more subtle artifact, called a mislocalization ^32^, can result. This arises when the software averages the position of two overlapping molecules and the localization is position mid-way between them. An indication that there have not been a significant number of overlapping blinks, and consequently mislocalizations, is that the mean precision estimates should be the same in the row and column directions, *i.e.* horizontally and vertically; where there are mislocalizations these would have occurred along the length of the filament, produced a larger than normal blink (*i.e.* spread over more pixels), which would consequently have been localized with less accuracy in one of the directions. This is most easily seen where there is a single actin filament in the imaging area and it is lying horizontally or vertically. In this case, the STORM microscope, achieved a mean precision of 16 nm in both directions. This results in a precision limit, a measure of effective image resolution of approximately 34 nm. These metrics are provided by rainSTORM ^27^, however, as we have a filamentous structure of uniform diameter, 7 nm with the very small phalloidin-Alexa 647 label we can take a measure of FWHM to estimate the resolution of the image. By drawing a straight line through the filament of the super-resolution image in ImageJ (**Figure 4G**), using the plot profile feature (**Figure 4H**) and subsequently performing a Gaussian fit (**Figure 4I**) the FWHM is calculated as 43.2 nm. When attempting this measurement we recommend that the pixel size should match or be slightly smaller than the mean precision estimate for the image (see info.txt file **Figure 1G**). In this case, 16 nm pixels were used to reconstruct an image.

Two related problems can occur with STORM, where the blinking fluorophores become non-sparse, *i.e.* individual molecules within approximately 250 nm blink at the same time and therefore the signals overlap. The first is that depending on the algorithm and the quality control criteria it uses, the blinks may not be localized at all. This results in super-resolution images with few or no localizations. The second problem of mislocalizations occurs when the two blinks occurred sufficiently close to each other to appear as a single blink. In this case the position in the final image represents an average of the two. For more detail on this see reference ^32^. In both cases this can occur with very high density samples, insufficient laser power or with switching buffer problems. This problem is apparent where a number of actin filaments are branching and/or crossing each other (**Figures 5A-D**, **Video 9**). By processing subsets of frames, and comparing the first and last 5,000 frames we can see a different resulting image. In the super-resolution image using the first 5,000 frames (**Figure 5C**) we can see that there are many localizations in the middle of the image, however when using the last 5,000 frames, very few of these are apparent and we are left with just the filaments, albeit somewhat discontinuous owing the low number of localizations in the image (**Figure 5D**). If a too high blinking density is suspected comparison of the images with the localization per frame data can strongly suggest that this problem is occurring; during the first set of frames there is an average number of localizations per frame of over 10 compared with the last set of frames where it is approximately 4 (**Figure 5E**). In order to minimize the likelihood of mislocalizations occurring it is ideal to have as few localizations per frame as possible, although if there are a large number of molecules to be imaged, *i.e.* for a high density sample, this requires that a large number of acquisition frames be taken leading to another problem in STORM microscopy which is drift.

Lateral Drift - Actin Filaments and Fiducial Markers
----------------------------------------------------

Drift occurs when the sample moves in relation to the objective lens through the data acquisition phase. This is difficult or impossible to see during the image acquisition phase, particularly if it is lateral rather than axial, or unless it is being specifically measured, as it is typically less than 50 nm over the course of several minutes for relatively stable microscope systems. However, in reconstructed images of known structures such as actin filaments with well-defined structure, it can be detected in the super-resolution images. The first sign that lateral drift may have occurred is that the structure is larger than expected (**Figure 6A**, **Video 8**) for example with a relatively large FWHM compared with the precision limit data from rainSTORM, in this case 90 nm compared with 67 nm. However, a better way to detect drift is by comparing the localizations as a function of time, *i.e.* seeing if the localizations in the later frames are displaced compared with those in early frames. This can be clearly seen in the case of actin filaments, which are very small and of uniform structure, when displayed with a color code using the box tracking feature in rainSTORM (**Figures 6B and 6C**).

Drift is a well-recognized problem and there are a number of strategies that can be used to minimize it ^19^ or correct it post-acquisition either using fiducial markers ^21,43^ or cross-correlations ^44^ . In order to measure drift and correct for it, fluorescent beads of 100 nm diameter can be used as fiducial markers (**Figure 6D**). Because they are small and bright their position can be accurately measure using Gaussian fitting algorithms, such as rainSTORM. In an example where there is relatively severe drift of approximately 100 nm over the course of 3 min 10 sec, during the acquisition phase (**Figure 6E**), the same box tracking feature can be used to color code and confirm that drift occurred (**Figure 6F**). As all four beads in this example show near-identical drift it is possible to select one of them, in this case bead 2, to use as reference and subtract the drift from the other beads (**Figure 6G**). By adding fiducial markers to a biological sample of interest it then becomes possible to measure and correct any drift where the underlying structure is unknown or far more variable than an actin filament or a fluorescent bead.

Epidermal Growth Factor
-----------------------

Finally, EGF-stained HeLa cells can be used to give a realistic example of image resolution in cells (**Figure 7A**, **Video 10**). These cells are relatively straightforward to image as they should have the majority of the EGF-fluorescence in the plane-of-focus on the cell surface in close proximity to the coverglass. The less bright region the in center corresponds to the position of the nucleus. TIRF illumination can enhance the image quality by eliminating out-of-focus fluorescence coming from parts of the cell membrane not in close proximity to the glass (approximately 150 nm penetration into cells)*.*Zoomed in regions of interest in the diffraction-limited image are typically indistinct (**Figures 7B and 7C**), however in the super-resolution images there should be a mixture of clusters and occasional isolated single pixels (**Figures 7D-7F**). These will represent either isolated EGF receptors at the cell surface or possible a small amount of non-specific binding. The clusters will be approximately 100 nm in diameter and are likely to correspond to forming pits and vesicles, the pathway via which EGF is predominantly down-regulated and endocytosed. Typical mean precision estimates are around 20 nm for this type of sample with a precision limit of approximately 45 nm. It should be noted that this precision limit measure of effective resolution does not take into account label size, or any drift, which can be measured with fiducial markers, but is still noticeable by \"comet tails\" on the clusters or using the box tracking feature as outlined in **Figure 6** and described in protocol section 8.

  ----------------- -------------------------
  **Component**     **Final Concentration**
  Catalase          1 μg/ml (50 units)
  Glucose           40 mg/ml
  Glucose oxidase   50 μg/ml
  Glycerin          12.50%
  KCl               1.25 mM
  MEA-HCl           100 mM
  TCEP              200 μM
  Tris              1 mM
  ----------------- -------------------------

**Table 3.** Switching buffer

  --------------------------------------- -----------
  **Typical Acquisition Settings**        **Value**
  Pixel size (nm)                         160
  Exposure time (msec)                    10
  Gain                                    200
  Frame size (pixels)                     128 x 128
  Cycle time (fps)                        52.5
  Frame number                            10,000
  640 nm laser power density (kW/cm^2^)   2
  --------------------------------------- -----------

**Table 4.** Acquisition settings

**Figure 1. STORM Image Reconstruction Using rainstorm.**(A) Opening rainSTORM from within MATLAB. (B) rainSTORM graphical user interface (GUI). (C) rainSTORM Reviewer GUI. (D) Adjust contrast window. (E) STORM image after review and contrast adjustment. (F) Histograms of image quality metrics. (G) Files generated after pressing save image button in reviewer GUI. [Click here to view larger figure](http://www.jove.com/files/ftp_upload/50579/50579fig1large.jpg).

**Figure 2.** (A) Diffraction limited (DL) images show different concentrations of dextran prior to STORM imaging. Super-resolution (SR) image reconstructions have a pixel size of 25 nm. 10,000 images were collected with a 128 x 128 pixel frame size and individual frames are shown from that sequence (2,000, 5,000, 8,000). Acquired with a 10 msec exposure time at 52.5 frames per second. Images have a pixel size of 160 nm. For clarity of viewing a 0.1% pixel saturation contrast enhancement was applied using ImageJ. The mean precision estimates are 28 nm (high), 24 nm (medium) and 16 nm (low) for the different dextran images. The localization densities are 724 per μm^2^ (high), 526 per μm^2^ (medium) and 13 per um^2^ (low). (B) Graph showing an average of three 10,000 frame sequences of each concentration of dextran. Error bars show standard deviation.(C) Graph plotting the number of accepted localizations per frame using a rolling 100 frame average. [Click here to view larger figure](http://www.jove.com/files/ftp_upload/50579/50579fig2large.jpg).

**Figure 3. Poor Quality Dextran Data.**(A) Diffraction limited frame from a 15,000 frame STORM sequence. Note the diffuse fluorescent haze across the image. This is caused by fluorophores diffusing through the medium. 128 x 128 pixel frame size, a 10 msec exposure time and acquired at 52.5 frames per second. (B) The same as (A) after the buffer had been changed. Note the improved contrast as unbound fluorophores have been washed away. (C) A super-resolution image reconstruction corresponding to the data collected in (A). Identical image size but with pixels of 25 nm. The mean precision estimate is 35 nm. (D) A super-resolution image reconstruction corresponding to the data collected in (B). Identical image size but with pixels of 25 nm. The mean precision estimate is 30 nm. (E) Graph plotting the number of accepted localizations per frame, using a rolling 100 frame average. The red line corresponds to STORM sequence (A & C) where there is a high background. The blue line shows data corresponding to (B & D), where the background is low. (F) Graph showing the accepted localization number for the images corresponding to high (C) and low (D) background data. [Click here to view larger figure](http://www.jove.com/files/ftp_upload/50579/50579fig3large.jpg).

**Figure 4. Typical Actin Data.**(A-C) Diffraction-limited images of actin filaments prior to addition of switching buffer and STORM imaging. Variable lengths of filaments can be seen. Very bright filaments are often several filaments tangled together. Pixel size is 160 nm. (D) A diffraction-limited image of a single actin filament. (E) STORM image (0.1% contrast enhancement applied in ImageJ). From a 10,000 frame sequence with a 128 x 128 pixel frame size, a 10 msec exposure time and acquired at 52.5 frames per second. The pixel size is 16 nm. The mean precision estimate is 16 nm. (F) Graph plotting the number of accepted localizations per frame, using a rolling 100 frame average. (G) A zoomed in region of the actin filament from (E) prior to contrast enhancement with a yellow line profile drawn across. (H) A plot profile view from the yellow line drawn across the actin filament. Generated in ImageJ. (I) A Gaussian fit of the plot profile using the curve fitting tool in ImageJ. The standard deviation, d, was multiplied by 2.35 to get a FWHM measurement of 43.2 nm. [Click here to view larger figure](http://www.jove.com/files/ftp_upload/50579/50579fig4large.jpg).

**Figure 5. Mislocalized Actin Filaments.**(A) Diffraction-limited actin filament. 160 nm pixels. (B) STORM image of actin filament shown in (A). From a 20,000 frame sequence with a 128 x 128 pixel frame size, a 10 msec exposure time and acquired at 52.5 frames per second. The STORM pixel size is 16 nm. All 20,000 frames were processed. The mean precision estimate is 17 nm. (C) As (B) but with only the first 5000 frames of the 20,000 frame sequence processed. The mean precision estimate is 18 nm.(D) As (B) but with only the last 5,000 frames of the 20,000 frame sequence processed. The mean precision estimate is 17 nm.(E) Graph of localizations per frame data from full 128 x 128 pixel frame view.

**Figure 6. Lateral Drift.**(A) STORM image of an actin filament reconstructed from a 10,000 frame sequence with a 64 x 64 pixel frame size, a 10 msec exposure time and taken at 64.6 frames per second. The STORM pixel size is 32 nm. The mean precision estimate is 32 nm. (B) A STORM image displayed using the \'Box Tracking\' feature in rainSTORM. Localizations are displayed with a color corresponding to the frame number of when they were acquired, for example, localizations from early in the acquisition sequence are blue; localizations from late in the acquisition sequence are red. The displaced colors indicate that drift has occurred. (C) A zoomed in region of (A) displayed using the Box Tracking feature in rainSTORM. The displaced colors indicate drift has occurred. (D) A diffraction limited image of four 100 nm fluorescent beads, which can be used as fiducial markers. Pixel size 160 nm. Numbers 1-4 show cropped and zoomed beads individually. (E) Each fluorescent bead corresponding to (D) reconstructed in rainSTORM from a 10,000 frame sequence with a 128 x 128 pixel frame size, a 10 msec exposure time and acquired at 52.5 frames per second. The STORM pixel size is 5 nm. The mean precision estimate is 7 nm. (F) Beads corresponding to (D) and (E), displayed using the \'Box Tracking\' feature. The displaced colors indicate drift has occurred. (G) Using bead number 2 as the reference, beads 1, 3 and 4 are displayed after the \'Subtract Drift\' feature is used in rainSTORM. Comparison with (E) shows that the lateral drift has been corrected. The STORM pixel size is 5 nm. [Click here to view larger figure](http://www.jove.com/files/ftp_upload/50579/50579fig6large.jpg).

**Figure 7. Typical EGF Data.**(A) Diffraction limited image of part of a HeLa cell focused at the basal cell surface. Yellow boxes indicate zoomed in regions of interest shown in (B) & (C). (B) Zoomed in diffraction limited image from the region near the edge of the cell (box B). (C) Zoomed in diffraction limited image from region under the nucleus (box C). (D) STORM image corresponding to (A). From a 10,000 frame sequence with a 128 x 128 pixel frame size, a 10 msec exposure time and acquired at 52.5 frames per second. The STORM pixel size is 25 nm. The mean precision estimate is 21 nm. (E) STORM image corresponding to box E (D). (F) STORM image corresponding to box F (D). (G) Localizations per frame data from (D). [Click here to view larger figure](http://www.jove.com/files/ftp_upload/50579/50579fig7large.jpg).

**Videos 1-4.** Videos correspond to **Figure 2A** with varying dextran concentrations: 1= high, 2= medium, 3= low, 4 =none). 10,000 frame sequences with 128 x 128 pixel frame sizes, acquired with a 10 msec exposure time at 52.5 frames per second. [Click here to view video 1](http://www.jove.com/files/ftp_upload/50579/50579movie1.mov), [video 2](http://www.jove.com/files/ftp_upload/50579/50579movie2.mov), [video 3](http://www.jove.com/files/ftp_upload/50579/50579movie3.mov), [video 4](http://www.jove.com/files/ftp_upload/50579/50579movie4.mov)

**Videos 5-6.**Videos correspond to **Figure 3 A & B. Video 5** is pre-wash and **Video 6** is post-wash after unbound fluorophores have been removed. 15,000 frame sequences using a 128 x 128 pixel frame size, a 10 msec exposure time and acquired at 52.5 frames per second. [Click here to view video 5](http://www.jove.com/files/ftp_upload/50579/50579movie5.mov), [video 6](http://www.jove.com/files/ftp_upload/50579/50579movie6.mov).

**Video 7.** Video showing the raw frame sequence that was processed to generate the STORM image in **Figure 4E**. 10,000 frame sequence with a 128 x 128 pixel frame size, a 10 msec exposure time and acquired at 52.5 frames per second. [Click here to view video 7](http://www.jove.com/files/ftp_upload/50579/50579movie7.mov).

**Video 8.** Video showing the raw frame sequence that was processed to generate the STORM image in **Figure 5B**. 20,000 frame sequence with a 128 x 128 pixel frame size, a 10 msec exposure time and acquired at 52.5 frames per second. [Click here to view video 8](http://www.jove.com/files/ftp_upload/50579/50579movie8.mov).

**Video 9.** Video showing the raw frame sequence that was processed to generate the STORM image in **Figure 6A**. 10,000 frame sequence with a 64 x 64 pixel frame size, a 10 msec exposure time and taken at 64.6 frames per second. [Click here to view video 9](http://www.jove.com/files/ftp_upload/50579/50579movie9.mov).

**Video 10.** Video showing the raw frame sequence that was processed to generate the STORM image in **Figure 7D**. 10,000 frame sequence with a 128 x 128 pixel frame size, a 10 msec exposure time and acquired at 52.5 frames per second. [Click here to view video 10](http://www.jove.com/files/ftp_upload/50579/50579movie10.mov).

Discussion
==========

We show with some simple test samples and the freely-available processing software rainSTORM it is possible to optimize STORM super-resolution imaging. These tools and methods will provide useful starting points for new users and ways for experienced users to increase confidence in their microscopes and their use of them to study biological and cellular structures with unprecedented detail. By using a combination of samples with known or well-understood structures and an algorithm that can produce a number of useful image quality metrics, such as mean precision estimates, localization number and histograms showing it is possible to improve image quality and to have greater confidence in the STORM imaging process. There is no one-size fits all approach to acquiring the data as there are a number of different commercial and self-built microscope configurations that can be used. Moreover, there are many sample preparation and image acquisition steps which can influence the final image therefore having software tools and test samples is critical to understanding and optimizing STORM image quality.

In addition these protocols can provide useful and less ambiguous ways of troubleshooting any problems that may arise. For example the dextran sample is a very useful way to identify if there is any laser beam misalignment or uneven illumination of the sample. If there are concerns that the switching buffer may not be working a very simple visual test to see if there is any \'blinking\' will help. Actin filaments are a useful way of measuring resolution using FWHM comparisons as well as highlighting drift and mislocalization artifacts. However, it should be noted that as localization-based super-resolution methods can be fluorophore density sensitive, notwithstanding the other contributing factors, such as exposure times, frame rates, laser powers and the way the image is processed, it is impossible to assign a resolution to a particular microscope and assume that all images will have that resolution. What is possible, however, is to measure various aspects of resolution such as mean localization precisions, localization number and drift ^27^. Even if fiducial markers cannot be incorporated into every experiment they can, at least, be used to characterize a microscope system, its environment and better understand operational considerations such as how much time is required to reach thermal equilibrium after start up. As well as correcting for lateral drift, fiducial markers can be used to characterize and correct for axial drift, although this requires the use of an astigmatic lens and a feedback mechanism to correct the sample position whilst the images are being acquired ^43^. Commercial super-resolution systems will usually include some sort of stability control or focus-lock mechanism, which may be a more practical solution for correcting focus drift.

There are alternatives to non-specifically coating the glass with dextran, such as using dyes directly or other conjugate molecules, such as secondary antibodies. A limitation of these approaches is that the number of molecules bound to the glass is not known. Alternative filamentous structures that have been used include microtubules ^28^ and DNA^21^. However, the combination of very small size and convenient commercially available reagents make actin an attractive alternative, particularly as the separation distance of diverging or branched filaments can also be a useful measurement of system performance ^27^.

There is room for further development of test samples, despite recent progress in this area ^28,29,46,47^. In particular, multi-color imaging presents a number of challenges in all 3 main aspects of the imaging, sample labeling, image acquisition (hardware), and software (image processing and alignment). There have a been a number of publications addressing these aspects ^4-6^ and it is therefore clear that appropriate test samples and methodologies are critical to generating and reliably interpreting these types of images. Indeed, recently it was shown that dSTORM could be used to take two color images of, and resolve, the highly symmetrical nature of the nuclear pore complex and the authors suggested that this would be an ideal way to assess performance of chromatic aberration corrections ^45^. Another interesting approach is the use of DNA origami to create a nanoruler, which creates the possibility of positioning fluorophores at specific sub-diffraction distances apart ^46^. This provides a way of assessing resolution and making distance measurements. However, the ultimate aim is to apply these super-resolution techniques to non-idealized samples, such as cells, which are complex three dimensional structures. In this case, a combination of more thorough understanding of the technique combined with software tools that aid the user in acquiring data, processing it in appropriate ways, and providing image metrics is likely to be the ultimate answer. ^28,29,47,48^
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